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✓ US central bank chief reasserted that US Fed will continue its asset purchase program and keep rates

anchored near zero as US economy remains far from the twin goal of maximum employment and

sustained inflation above 2% mark. He said that Fed will not change course due to temporary spike in

inflation. Therefore, US Fed has reaffirmed its commitment to easy money policies.

✓ With another ~$2 trillion fiscal stimulus in anvil in US, the cocktail of higher taxes, massive fiscal deficit

and negative real rates in US, speculative money can continue to move away from US and towards EM

destinations like India, which is positive for Rupee and Rupee demoninated assets.

✓ TRADE BIAS: We have been bearish on USDINR since June 2020, when it used to trade near 76.00 on

spot. We continue hold that view. Sell on rise. Resistance is near 73.00 & 73.35 on March futures.

Support is near 73.60 and 73.30 on March.

USD/INR



✓ Euro’s rise against USD is unable to benefit the EURINR as it did previously because of weakness in

USDINR. Unlike GBP, Euro lacks the internal strengths of a fiscal stimulus, rapid vaccinations and

improved COVID situations. Hence, Euro is being pushed higher by a broad consensus trade in

markets of wanting to short USD.

✓ Eurozone central bank, ECB has not helped matters by continuously expressing displeasure about

strong Euro. Therefore, we continue to favour long GBPINR over long EURINR.

✓ TRADE BIAS: Bias remains bullish on EURINR as long as EURUSD holds above 1.1950.

✓ LEVELS TO WATCH: Support @ 88.05 & 87.75 on March fut. Resistance @ 88.55 & 88.80.
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✓ GBPUSD did not pay much attention to a spike in unemployment rate in UK to a 5 year high, as market

focused on positive aspects of the report, which were robust growth in wages.

✓ With the UK government focusing on a fresh round of fiscal stimulus and job support program (furlough

scheme) and UK economy set to begin reopening from early March, market expects job markets to

improve dramatically.

✓ TRADE BIAS: We continue to remain bullish on GBPUSD and GBPINR. Buy on decline is advised in

GBPINR. Assuming USDINR March fut remain above 72.00, when GBPUSD test 1.44, GBPINR can test

103.70/80 levels.

✓ LEVELS TO WATCH: Support @ 102.65 & 102.40 on March fut. Resistance @ 103.10 & 103.40.
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✓ USDJPY or JPYINR is a tricky pair to trade as it can be impacted by several factors:

(i) US bond yields rise is negative for JPY

(ii) global stock market rise is negative and fall is generally +ve for JPY

(iii) USD strength and weakness can decide the direction of JPY

✓ TRADE BIAS: With USDJPY has strong support near 104.90 levels, one can sell JPYINR on rise as long

as USDJPY holds above that zone.

✓ LEVELS TO WATCH: Support @ 68.60 & 68.30 on Feb fut. Resistance @ 69.00 & 69.20.
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FPI 
FLOWS

✓ The three macro factors that drive the value of USDINR: (i) Carry trade done by speculators by selling

USDINR forwards/futures and rolling it (ii) capital flows including FPI flows (iii) RBI intervention.

✓ Alongwith macro and technical factors, Intermarket has significant impact on USDINR. Keep an eye on (i)

US Dollar Index (ii) Global equity indices (iii) Oil prices (iii) Asian currencies against US Dollar

✓ FPI flows in debt is back in negative territory. Long term debt is not finding much love as cocktail of

massive fiscal borrowing from center & state, sticky inflation and rising US yields make it unattractive. At

the same time, with 1 yr USDINR forwards near 5.4%, demand may shift from debt to receiving fwds via

carry trade.

MONTH EQUITY DEBT

Apr-20 (904) (1,057)

May-20 1,929 (2,902)

Jun-20 2,890 552

Jul-20 1,018 (568)

Aug-20 6,294 368

Sep-20 (1,052) 896

Oct-20 2,661 314

Nov-20 8,132 326

Dec-20 8,420 1,227

Jan-21 2,658 (660)

Feb-21 3,381 (11)

FY21 35,427 (1,515)

 ( $ Million)



TACTICAL 
BETS
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